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. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.You can now learn the basics that will allow you to
play Hawaiian Music with an entire band. Psaltery music sheets were geared towards the Psaltery
player and written by a Psaltery player. There are no melody lines in this guide, only Psaltery notes
that can played to accompany musicians playing the chords to traditional Hawaiian songs. There
are 20 songs in this manual. This manual contains Hawaiian songs written in the native language
and Hawaiian songs written in English. This book is for the beginner Psaltery player and advanced
Psaltery player. Lessons have been prepared exclusively with only chords and lyrics in this unique
manual. There are no staffed music scores in this book, as music is written exactly as taught in the
Hawaiian Islands. Most Hawaiians don t read traditional staffed music scores with melody lines.
Caroline presents you with exact duplicates of traditional chorded music sheets passed on by her
Hawaiian music teacher. Songs have been transposed to meet the Psaltery player s need which will
allow them to perform Hawaiian background music, enhancing the beat of traditional Hawaiian...
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This publication is very gripping and interesting. We have go through and so i am confident that i am going to planning to read through yet again again in
the foreseeable future. You are going to like how the blogger write this ebook.
-- Dr . Tha ddeus Tur ner  PhD-- Dr . Tha ddeus Tur ner  PhD

A high quality book as well as the font applied was exciting to read through. This can be for all those who statte there was not a well worth looking at. I
discovered this ebook from my i and dad recommended this ebook to find out.
-- Mr . Monser r a t Wieg a nd-- Mr . Monser r a t Wieg a nd
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